JReport Server

Overview
At the heart of JReport is a high performance reporting and analytics engine able to
seamlessly integrate with any application and scale to any workload. JReport Server
provides complete report management, distribution, and administrative functionality
with unmatched reliability.
On top of its high throughput report generation, JReport Server also supports ondemand, live report creation and modification, providing JReport’s powerful ad hoc
solution. End users are empowered with JReport to create their own richly visual and
interactive reports for powerful and secure data exploration in a completely selfservice manner.

Advanced Reporting & Layout Designs
Self-Service BI
JReport extends traditional reporting by empowering applications to deliver
actionable, ad hoc reports. Using JReport’s intuitive web-based Quick Start ad hoc
reporting, users can dynamically:
 Customize ad hoc queries
 Design sophisticated reports with a web property inspector to customize
styling of report objects
 Create on-the-fly formulas and summaries
 Create interactive ad hoc reports
 Modify reports by sorting, filtering, and drilling, up, down or across data
groupings
 Create runtime formulas for groups and aggregations
JReport empowers users with self-service reporting and discovery, helping to reduce
the back and forth cycle between end users and developers to design reports,
ultimately saving developer time and IT resources. Ad hoc reports are fully
compatible with reports created with JReport Designer so they can easily be
transitioned to standard, governed reports if needed.
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Pixel Perfect Data Visualization
Robust Charting & Layouts
In JReport Server, users can build
web reports containing data
visualizations such as crosstabs,
tables, graphs, and 40+ chart
types and styles, to easily achieve
needed views of data and
performance. JReport Server also
provides live chart components
including motion, scrollable, and
real-time charts for dynamic viewing of data trends. Motion charts use auto-playable
parameters to show, for example, daily changes over the course of a month for easy
analysis of historical data. Scrollable charts are helpful when there is too much data
to be viewed all at once. These charts allow users to select smaller segments for
simplified interpretation. Finally, real-time charts display live, incremental data that is
automatically updated to reflect changes. Real-time charts help users in monitoring
application metrics, system performance, or any other real time data, by enabling
any data source, such as a web service, to be displayed and refreshed automatically
as data is received by JReport.
JReport also provides different choices for report layouts, including absolute, flow,
grid, and tabular, all of which feature a drag and drop UI that simplifies report
creation. JReport even allows mashing up data from multiple data sources into a
single report component. This allows you to, for example, join data from tables
across different databases into the same chart. With JReport, users can quickly
create multi-component reports and connect to multiple data sources.
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Save Time with Predefined Templates
Rather than always starting
from scratch to build reports,
JReport also allows
developers to build predefined
templates with information
such as customer logos, page
numbers, dates, styles and
anything else required as a
corporate standard for end
users to readily create
distribution-ready documents.
This ensures that even when building ad hoc reports, end users are creating reports
with the same requirements as those created by IT without any extra effort.

Powerful Analysis and Exploration
Powerful Data Drilling
JReport automatically
creates drill down
reports from
summary reports.
Using the powerful
drill function, users
can better
understand the
details that make up the summary reports and gain more insight about their data.
JReport allows users to drill up, down, and into their data enabling data exploration
to be conducted more intuitively. Drill down reports can also be used as linked
reports. Linked reports can be embedded into clickable buttons, images, labels, etc.,
to take users directly to linked details.
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Unlimited Visualization Options
Users are able to perform enhanced visual
analysis using chart widgets that can be
embedded anywhere. A crosstab visualization
can be instantly converted into a pie chart or
line graph and vice versa. Chart widgets can
also be customized to meet specific styling
and functionality requirements.
Users can easily modify the grouping of
the data such as changing the group
from Country to State in a crosstab to
get more detailed information simply by
selecting from a context menu.

Precise Styling
JReport lets you achieve the most sophisticated reports with demanding designs and
precise requirements for look, feel, and format. JReport provides a web property
inspector for ad hoc reporting that allows users to modify every report object. This
allows you to change the color, text, borders and other styling options for report
objects. Users have the freedom to control the styling of individual reports and shape
the experience for report consumers.

Multi-Dimensional Crosstabs
JReport crosstabs
feature OLAP style
functionality
enabling users to
interact with data
by slicing and
dicing it via
dimensions,
hierarchies, and
measures predefined by developers or by creating new measures dynamically.
Crosstabs include a comparison feature to compare crosstab values within reports
and dashboards. Crosstabs in JReport support rotation between rows and columns
and vice versa. Giving users the control to switch data groups or add layers of data
criteria helps to provide more robust comparisons in addition to changing data
ordering or adding new conditions to let users dig deeper into their data.
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Security & Governance
JReport supports different levels and types of security for a wide range of scenarios
spanning enterprise reporting, self-service discovery, and embedding analytics
within SaaS applications. Starting with individual user-based permissions that ensure
members of the organization are able to access only the data for which they are
authorized, JReport user security features are also flexible enough to extend to the
group or role level. Also, multi-tenancy now supports tenant admin control of
tenant-level security, user and resource management.
JReport security can be integrated right out of the box with 3rd party security
schemas and standards such as LDAP and Microsoft Active Directory, for example.
JReport can authenticate directly with these systems or automatically synchronize
with them whenever a change is made. Additionally, when security permissions are
maintained in an external system, JReport enables single sign-on (SSO) by allowing
the customer to use whatever security system they have within their application with
no additional login for JReport. Lastly, JReport has an internal security model that
can be used stand alone or combined with existing security schemes via an API layer.

Multi-Tenancy Support


Organizational management of roles, groups and users



Strict security control of users and resources between organizations



Shareable report and dashboard templates between organizations



Supports dynamic database connections, schemas, and DB users for different
organizations, roles, groups and users

Seamless Integration for Embedding
Java Architecture
JReport’s pure Java architecture provides a low total cost of ownership by leveraging
existing IT or new cloud investments. JReport takes advantage of the ease of
integration associated with Java EE technology running as a set of servlets and JSP
files that can be created in a WAR or EAR file with a single click. The file can be
deployed in any application server and is totally self-contained so no other
installation on the server is needed when deploying JReport into production.
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Customize and Private Label Your Reports and Dashboards
The entire JReport Server UI is provided in source form as JSP pages. Both the end
user and administrator consoles are fully configurable and support several
predefined skins. The styles of each skin can easily be configured using CSS files and
by replacing the images to customize the user interface. The JSP’s provided in
JReport are easily modified and do not require Java programming experience,
simplifying development.

National Language Support
National language support (NLS) enables the JReport Server UI, including data, to be
based in your local language. NLS provides support for internationalization so that
developers can localize the experience to any language. JReport now becomes a
more robust solution across different geographies.

APIs for Customized Reporting Experiences
JReport offers a rich set of API’s for integrating and customizing functions, such as:
 Scheduling: Pre-define report recipients at run time, or set reports to
generate in response to event triggers
 Security: Achieve single sign-on by authorizing and authenticating users
against an existing security schema
 Report publishing preferences: Determine data view and report output
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A High Performance, Scalable Solution
JReport Server is built on a high performance engine that easily scales from singleCPU to large, multi-CPU and clustered server environments to handle any workload
demand. JReport is designed to support a proportional increase in system
performance given an increase in system resources. JReport’s clustering software will
automatically recognize a new server and immediately begin utilizing it to process
and balance workloads.

High Availability
To ensure system availability and ready access to JReport functions and report
output, JReport Server enables fail over mechanisms that are tolerant to Nsimultaneous points of failure. Should any JReport server fail, all of its functions are
automatically transferred to another server, and the workload is redistributed to the
remaining servers in the cluster without ever interrupting any of the server functions.

Load Balancing
JReport supports several load balancing strategies and also provides the ability for
system administrators to define their own strategy. JReport Server allows tasks to be
assigned to a new server in either round robin, random, or least recently used
fashion. In addition, JReport can assign tasks to ensure that each server’s load is
adjusted according to its individual “weight” or capacity. JReport can also integrate
with most Java EE application servers allowing users to utilize load balancing internal
to JReport and Java EE load balancing from within their own application server. This
flexible approach to load balancing ensures the workload on each server is
approximately proportional to its resources, resulting in optimal server performance.

Resource and Result Caching
Once a report is run, the result and all of its resources can be cached for future use.
This feature is particularly useful as it greatly enhances performance in situations
where the same data needs to be accessed at regular intervals and used by any
number of reports. Automatic caching allows reports to share the same dataset from
the DBMS without rerunning the query. For example, changing a filter to select
fewer records will not require going back to the DBMS, since the new parameter
values will be applied to the cached data. In-memory cubes, independent from the
query data cache, further boost performance of chart widgets within dashboards,
Visual Analysis, and web reports.
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JReport Monitor
JReport offers a web-based system performance monitor that provides a real-time
view of the status of individual servers as well as entire clusters. JReport also
supports remote administration, enabling server configuration and management
from any web browser. JReport monitors the running of reports and dashboard
usage. Usage statistics are exportable so that system administrators can keep track
of the metrics and share them with other members across the enterprise.

Flexible Report Management
Flexible Report Output
To expand the benefits of BI across the enterprise, JReport can format and deliver
reports in HTML for interactive web or mobile viewing, PDF for printing, and XML for
electronic processing. Users may even exclude sections of a report from an export.
In addition, report results can be output to Excel with live charts and formulas, RTF,
CSV, email, FTP, and fax providing flexible options for delivery.

Easy Report Scheduling
Users can choose to schedule reports to run once or at any recurring interval at any
time of the day. Once a report is run, it is saved and a predefined list of users are
notified via email with a link to view the report. Report caching is also supported,
allowing one report output to be viewed by multiple users, each viewing the portion
with authorized permission. Cached reports can be viewed at any time, so the report
does not need to be rerun every time there is a request to view it.

Report Bursting
Bursting enables reports to be run only once in order to distribute a subset of report
results from the full report to multiple recipients across the organization. Bursting
reports can be distributed via email, using FTP addresses, to the disk, to the JReport
versioning system, or via security settings applied to individual users. Bursting
reports also support HTML, PDF, Text, RTF, XML, and PostScript outputs.

Built-in Version System Management
Organizations with specific compliance standards for reporting value JReport’s
Version System Management. All JReport resources, catalogs, templates and report
results are maintained in JReport’s versioning system. The version system
automatically manages the versions by number or by expiration date. Administrators
free up time as JReport tracks and maintain itself by removing obsolete resources.
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Summary
JReport seamlessly integrates with any application providing report management,
distribution, and administrative functionality. JReport also empowers users to build,
modify, and run reports without needing to understand the underlying data source
or extensively utilize IT resources with advances like self-service reporting and quick
start analysis. JReport’s rich visualization and intuitive interactions help users create
a more action-oriented view of their data that easily adapts to address evolving
business needs, providing them the freedom to focus on growing their business.
For more information, schedule a demo to see JReport Server in action.

System Requirements
Minimum Requirements:






Dual Core processor
Windows, Unix, Linux, z/Linux
2 GB of RAM
1 GB of hard disk space
JDK 6 or above

Application Server Support:












ATG DAS
Oracle WebLogic
Cold Fusion MX
JBoss
Oracle Application Server
SunOne Application Server
Tomcat
WebSphere Application Server
OC4J
Glassfish
Jetty

Web Browser Support:
 Google Chrome 23 or above
 Firefox 20 or above
 Microsoft IE 9 or above
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